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Location OS Parcel 2636 NW Of Baynards House Ardley

Proposal Outline planning permission (all matters reserved except for access) for the erection of
buildings comprising logistics (Use Class B8) and ancillary Office (Use Class E(g)(i))
floorspace; construction of new site access from the B4100; creation of internal roads and
access routes; hard and soft landscaping including noise attenuation measures; and other
associated infrastructure

Case Officer David Lowin  
 

Organisation
Name Michael Huw Lloyd

Address 3 The Green,Stoke Lyne,Bicester,OX27 8SB

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments I strongly object to the proposal for the building of warehouses on unspoiled countryside.
This area of North East Oxfordshire needs to be protected from this sort of development. I
have lived in the village for 35 years and have always marvelled at the beauty of the
countryside and the calming influence this has on ones well being. Over the last week since
being advised of the proposed development I have tried to visualise how this could work and
its impact. Clearly it would completely devastate the countryside, with no way back. Also the
many people who travel from the M40 to either Bicester or Brackley must similarly share the
pleasure of the area, the gentle rolling fields, the outline of the woods at every glance. We
really can't allow such insensitive concepts, clearly taking no consideration on the damage
caused. I have recently read Lark Rise to Candleford. Although set over a hundred years
ago, the descriptions of the land, hedges, streams, woods is still unchanged. We really can't
destroy this for some warehouses. Having seen what J11 area of the M40 at Banbury now
looks like following the building of the warehouses, surely this can't be seen as the 'blue
print' for the rural countryside of England. I beg of you please do not allow this proposal to
happen. Kind Regards Michael Huw Lloyd
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